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**MOODLING RAIL**
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Ex-ante assessment of last-mile urban freight delivery with autonomous palletized shuttle barges (PSBs).
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**FUTURE**

Future of freight: technology matters.

A Kaddoura, G Clarke, AECOM, UK and IE

Are "logistics families" resisting the crisis?

Confrontation of Burmeister’s typology with crisis situations experienced by logistics players.

N Joule, L Vaillant, Cerema Nord-Picardie, ESPRIT; C Blancquart, Université Gustave Eiffel, Villeneuve d’Ascq, FR

Small inland shipping in the Netherlands: operating below the radar?
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B2C E-commerce in the Metropolitan City of Milan: data, spatial distribution and policies.
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Assessing future urban logistics scenarios: case study of the city of Rome.
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A data-driven maturity model for the digital transformation of cities in urban freight transport.
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**CLIMATE CHANGE**

Evaluation of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan capabilities for an uncertain future.
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Route choice and the value of travel time savings: a natural experiment from a toll road.
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C-ROADS

C-ITS: the C-roads evaluation approach.

T Studer, P Gandini, M Penti, G Marchionni, S Agrusti, Politecnico di Milano, IT

Evaluation methodology adopted within the activities of C-Roads Italy for truck platooning and highway chauffer.
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Evaluation of LTE-V2X mode 4 communications for C-ITS applications.
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